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Discourse XVIII
“Virtuous monks, when I state that there are no dharmas outside, the student does not

comprehend and immediately tries to find understanding within.      He sits down cross-legged
with his back against a wall, his tongue glued to the roof of his mouth, completely still and mo-
tionless.    This he takes to be the Buddha-dharma of the Patriarchal School.    That’s all wrong!

“If you take the state of motionlessness and purity to be correct, then you are recognizing
the darkness of avidya as master.    This is what a man of old meant when he said”    ‘Fearful in-
deed is the bottomless black pit!’    If on the other hand you recognize motion to be correct, since
all plants and trees can move, must they then be the Way?

“Thus ‘motion is the wind element; motionlessness is the earth element.’    Motion and
motionlessness both are without self-nature.    If you try to seize it within motion, it takes a posi-
tion within motionlessness.    If you try to seize it within motionlessness, it takes a position within
motion.

Like a fish hidden in a pool,
Smacking the waves as it leaps from the water

Virtuous monks, motion and motionlessness are merely two kinds of states.    It is the non-
dependent man of the Way who utilizes motion and utilizes motionlessness.”

I forget exactly where we got to yesterday in Teisho.    But I expect that what I talked
about were these two things, motionlessness, and motion, (because here it is written in the text.)
And Rinzai very clearly states that motionlessness and motion, neither of them have self-nature.
If you know what he means by that then you can know what he’s talking about in general.

Just as I always tell you, these two activities, motion and motionlessness, plus and minus,
the activity which forms man and the activity which forms woman, neither of them have self na-
ture.    They are acting without will.    And as I said yesterday and they day before yesterday in
Tathagata Zen we define avidya, primordial ignorance as an activity that has no will.    It’s    a
will-less activity.    We are told that the person who founded Buddhism was the youth Siddhartha.
The teaching that Siddhartha first gave was a teaching which pointed towards this concept of im-
permanence.    He manifested the wisdom which saw that the whole entire cosmos is formed by
the activity which he named impermanence, and upon that realization Buddhism began.    And of
all the existences, all of the existent beings who make this world, this cosmos their home, also
are formed, come in to being, through the activity of impermanence.    That is what we call the
teaching of Buddhism.    There is nothing, of course, fixated about impermanence.    Imperma-
nence is impermanence.    There is no self that can fixate impermanence.

That’s what is meant by “no self-nature.”    There is no fixated self within this activity.
But these two activities of plus and minus are acting.    They are doing a particular activity of uni-
fying with one another and facing one another, repetitively, over and over again.    Inevitably they
will manifest this condition where they completely unify with one another, and in that condition
of unification there is no plus, nor is there any minus.    And that activity is what we call the ac-
tivity of zero, the activity of emptiness.    

But even this condition of zero, this condition of emptiness is not fixated.    The condition
of zero will undoubtedly again manifest itself in a way in which plus and minus are again facing
one another, or opposing one another.    The activity of impermanence is this cyclic repetitive ac-
tivity of unification and facing.    

And as  I  always say,  as this  repetitive cyclic  activity  repeats  over  and over  again,  a
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unique activity arises from this activity, and we call that activity in Buddhism “jonetsu 情熱 “
the heat of feeling.    And as this new condition of appears the condition of separation occurs.
And as separation occurs for the first time the three worlds of past, present, and future.    The
three worlds, not two worlds, but three worlds appear.    That is the human world.    We all, all of
us, are living in these three worlds.    We make our home in the worlds of past, present, and fu-
ture.    And it should go without saying that the position of the present moment is what we call
the self.    Is the existent thing.    And the world in which father lives is the world of the future.
And the world that mother is living in as the past.    You must investigate this condition of separa-
tion more and more deeply, but just briefly that is what the condition of separation is.

Before the self was born there was only plus and minus acting together.    The condition
of the three worlds had not appeared yet.    In order to give birth to the self these three worlds of
past, present, and future have appeared.    But, the condition of having three worlds will change
in to the condition of two worlds only.    The present moment will disappear, and it will become
simply plus and minus, simply past and future.    

It is a process that we are describing in Tathagata Zen of one condition of the source, we
can call perhaps, the condition of the source zero, but the first condition of the source we could
call one, and when this level one condition of the source makes a new level two condition of the
source, within that process, inevitably, the worlds of past, present, and future will appear and dis-
appear.    I’ve told you about this many many times.    So, no matter how hard you try to look for
it, you can never find a fixated self anywhere.    The thing that we call the self is appearing and
disappearing over and over again.    If you can understand what I’m saying then when you read
this that Rinzai has said it will seem utterly obvious to you. 

Who is it that loves you?    Please put your own hand on your own heart and ask yourself,
“Who is it that really love me?”     Because you have appeared you have this question, “Who
loves me?”    But that self that is asking that question will disappear.    When the self disappears
then a new condition of the source appears.      In Tathagata Zen we say then that they self has not
really disappeared at all, it has just hidden itself within the condition of the source.    When we
say the self disappears what has happened is that the activities of plus, and minus, and the self
have all become unified, and are manifesting the condition of Zero.    The self has become zero.
Within the self is also included, plus and minus are also included, past, present, and future are
also included.    They are all melted in to this one zero.

I  have heard that  psychology is  very  good about  talking about  dreams.      Everybody
dreams.    I also dream.    There’s no one who doesn’t dream.    But when you’re dreaming you’re
not truly asleep, you’re actually awake.    If you’re really sleeping then you won’t dream.    True
sleep is the condition of true love.    When you find your self thinking about love it’s just as if
you are dreaming.    That is not the true love.    That self which is dreaming about love will disap-
pear.    

But even if you are in this condition of true sleep you won’t remain eternally asleep.
Eventually everyone will open their eyes.    And that is when the worlds of past, present, and fu-
ture again will appear.    And it goes without saying that that world of past, present, and future is
the human world.    And then again nighttime comes, and you go to sleep, and the worlds of past,
present, and future become completely unified again, and the true sleep is manifest.    Because
I’ve told you this same thing so many times I’m sure everybody understands it.    

This teaching that we call Buddhism is based upon the recognition, the acknowledgment
of these two mutually opposing activities of motion and motionlessness.    Rinzai has taken up
these terms motion and motionlessness, and is using them to describe the very nature, the very
way of being of what it means to be a person.    

So right now I finally remembered where it was that I spoke about until yesterday during
teisho.    

The place that plus does its activity in  is the world of minus (“is its experiencing the
world of minus.”    The world in which minus does her activity is the world in which she is expe-
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riencing the world of plus.    It is the world of plus.    So what is being said here is that you should
not think that you can just whimsically, haphazardly act in any way that you want to.    This thing
we call difficult is not at all difficult.    When the man acts he stands up and is experiencing the
woman’s  world.      When the women acts she finds herself  standing up and experiencing the
man’s world.    If men don’t recognize the world of women, or women don’t recognize the world
of men, this human world will not come in to being.    

When the man has clearly, completely experienced the world of woman he finds himself
having arrived at the very source of woman.    And when the woman completely dies her activity
she completely catches the male world for herself, and ends up arriving at the very source of
man.    And when this happens again man and woman are in opposition to one another, are facing
one another. 

Man having arrived at the source of woman knows that it isn’t his own origin, and so he
must return back to his own origin.    And the woman having arrived at the source of man, “This
isn’t my source.    This is the source of man.”    And so she turns around and begins her journey
back to her own source.    What I’m telling you is to manifest the wisdom for yourself that under-
stands this principle.    It’s not possible I don’t think to manifest this kind of wisdom that I’m
talking about without three or four years of zazen.      Just coming and listening to teisho and
thinking to yourself, “I know what that Roshi’s talking about,” that is not true understanding.    

When plus returns to his own origin he can’t return to his own origin by doing that activ-
ity of plus.    He can’t return without doing the female activity.    And the woman is the same.
She can’t return to her origin by doing the female activity.    When the woman is returning to her
own origin she must do the male activity in order to return.    Manifest the wisdom for yourself
that clearly grasps this principle.

Everyone says,  “I’m a  man,”  or  “I’m a  woman,”  but  truly  these  things,  “man,”  and
“woman,” are not fixated.    Look at your belly button!    Looking at your belly button don’t you
see it’s a big mistake to say, “I’m a man,” or “I’m a woman.”    The sort of wisdom that recog -
nizes man and woman when looking is incomplete wisdom.    When you manifest perfect wisdom
then you will clearly know for your self that you are neither plus nor minus, neither man nor
woman, (that you are alternately manifesting man and woman).    The “I am” self is never fix-
ated.    

Look at the newspapers.    This world is filled with war and fighting.    Everybody is fight-
ing about their selling, buying and trading of goods, “Your country is invading my country and
selling things,” (“infringing on the commercial pursuits of my country” ) and they are bickering
and fighting about these economic issues.    Because this world is split in to strong and weak
countries that’s why these problems come up.    It’s the same with men and women, if one is
stronger than then the other then the peace disappears.    What if the man is stronger and he grabs
the woman and says, “forever you are my woman,” or if the woman is stronger and she grabs the
man and says, “You will be my man forever.    The self is neither man nor woman.    We do the
activity of man and the activity of woman alternately.    

In Buddhism we say that people, not just people actually all existences are doing this ac-
tivity of manifesting themselves as themselves, and manifesting themselves as not themselves.
They are continually incarnating.    They are acting like a ghost, transforming themselves over
and over again.    But within Buddhism there are certain sects of Buddhism that are mistakenly
grasping what incarnation really means.    All things are doing the activity of incarnating.    

If you understand what I mean by that then you can understand everything that Rinzai has
said up until now.

So that’s why he says, “If you go to grasp it within motion then everything stands up
within motionlessness.”    If you try to seize it, and the “it” in this instance is something other
than your self, if you try to seize something other than yourself with motionlessness, then it will
take a position within motion.    He’s just repeating himself over and over again here, Rinzai is. 

If a man stand up in the position of man then woman will stand up in the opposite posi-
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tion, the position of woman.    And oppositely, if woman stands up in the place of man, then man
will find himself standing up in the place of woman.    What we call a person is that which does
this transforming, this phantom, ghost-like activity, this activity of incarnating.    Starting with
people and all through all existences, they are all simply phantoms.     There are no ghosts or
phantoms other than the self.    So don’t be tricked or fooled by any ghosts.    

Then he talks about, “Just like a fish hidden in a pool.”    This fish is hitting the waves as
it’s jumping up.    In the beginning in the original of this poem it says, “for example,” which is
left out of your translation, and so this “for example” leads me to believe that everybody will
probably have their own opinion about what it really means.    So just think whatever you want, I
don’t care.    Just go ahead and think in your own arbitrary whimsical way, and figure it out for
yourself.    The Japanese people will probably come up with their own Japanese-like way of un-
derstanding it.    And people from Korea will think about it in their own whimsical Korean way.
Chinese people will stand up in their position of Chinese person and expound about the nature of
human beings, the nature of the world, in their own whimsical way.    Everybody is the same (in
this), black people will talk about things from their own (arbitrary, selfish) perspective as a black
person.    And white people will talk about things in a (arbitrary, self centered) way that’s conve-
nient for them as a white person.    But everyone is just a ghost, everyone is just a phantom so go
ahead and just blabber on in your own self centered way, I guess it’s okay.

But whatever you say if it is in violation, if it is against the dharma activity, then you are
bringing destruction upon your self.    You must for yourself manifest the wisdom the wisdom
that understands this dharma activity which forms the entire universe and forms all the existences
in the universe.    

What he’s saying is the motion and motionlessness are the two activities which are form-
ing the environment of the self.    The activities of plus and minus are the activities which form
the self, the activities which make the self appear, the activities which lead the self to the three
worlds of past, present, and future.    And then will-lessly these things which have appeared are
hidden within, we can say perhaps the world of death, or the world of destruction.

And this is when Rinzai is finally getting a chance to say clearly what he really wants to
say.    He takes these two activities of plus and minus, and then he personifies them, and this is
what he really wanted to say all along.    He call them as he gives them character the “non-depen-
dent person of the Way.”      Rinzai is telling you that all of you are this non-dependent person of
the Way.    If you are not able to become this non-dependent person of the Way, if you are not
able to open your eyes to the activity of the non-dependent person of the Way, then you will sim-
ply be stuck in your “I am” self, unable to do the activity of transformation.

In his previous dharma talks when he took the high seat Rinzai has talked about this non-
dependent person of the Way.    I think probably a lot of you have been reading some books on
other people’s teishos on the Rinzai Roku, but I wonder if in those books the meaning of non-de-
pendent person of the Way is clearly expounded or not.    You must do practice in a way that you
won’t be fooled or misled by different interpretations of non-dependent person of the Way.    And
as I always say, if you really are able to open up your eyes to the non-dependent person of the
Way, then you can freely transform your self.    You can transform yourself in to blue, red, yel-
low, white, black (things) freely, (as well as plus and minus).    

“Utilizes motion and utilizes motionlessness.”    This means you can use plus, you can use
minus freely.    This is the conclusion that Rinzai gives to you. 

What do you think?    True sincerity is extremely difficult to attain, don’t you think?    But
if you can really manifest for yourself the true activity of mind, then you can do this activity of
transformation.

If you are able to do this activity of transformation then even if you see a bird flying up in
heaven, even if you see a bird flying through the sky, you can transform yourself and be flying
together with that bird.    If you see a handsome boy then immediately you can transform yourself
in to that handsome boy.    It isn’t, however, just the women who can do this activity of transfor-
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mation, the men can do it too.    If a man sees a beautiful woman he also can immediately trans-
form himself in to that beautiful woman.    And I’m not just talking about handsome men and
beautiful women and birds flying in the sky.    You can transform yourself in to an angel, or in to
a tiger, or in to a whale swimming in the ocean.    This is what we call the activity of God, or the
activity of supernatural power.    In Buddhism we call this godly power in this special Buddhist
term, “jinzuriki 神通力,” “supernatural power, “ and we say that everyone has the ability to do
this.    

In the bible it says that God created everything.    And that’s true of course.    But who is
that God?    In Buddhism we say it is your very self that can transform itself in to the ten thou -
sand, hundred thousand things, that is God.    Human beings who are not able to do this activity
of transformation are not able to meet God.    

So at this point we can say that temporarily we’ve arrived at the conclusion of this “True
sincerity is extremely difficult to attain” part of the text, but we haven’t actually finished with it
yet.    Tomorrow we’ll talk some more about it.
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